
Institutional In�uences on Human CapitalAccumulation: Micro Evidence from ChildrenVulnerable to Bondage∗Eric V. Edmonds†and Salil Sharma‡November 13, 2006AbstractHow do weak private property institutions in�uence human capitalinvestment decisions? Empirical challenges have limited research on thispotentially important facet of how institutions in�uence prosperity. In thispaper, we argue that a debt-bondage institution prevalent in the westernplains of Nepal is an unusually good setting in which it is possible toexplore how institutions a�ect investments in education. We observe sub-stantially more child labor, lower schooling attendance and attainment,and signi�cantly elevated fertility in families vulnerable to debt-bondage.The data are most consistent with diminished returns to education in thevulnerable population as an explanation for our �ndings. We argue thatthis diminished return to education owes to a substantive expropriationthreat. That is, the absence of secure property rights over human capital'soutput is a signi�cant deterrent to educational investments.1 IntroductionInstitutional di�erences between countries are often cited as a fundamental ex-planation for cross-country di�erences in prosperity. Understanding how insti-tutions a�ect the behavior of microeconomic agents has become a major re-
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search question. Acemoglu and Johnson (2005) for example argue that insti-tutions which protect private property are critical for understanding the livingstandards-institutions connection. Good private property institutions enforceprivate property rights throughout a society, prevent powerful groups from ex-propriating the incomes and investments of others, and allow some degree ofequal opportunity to make investments. Research tends to focus on the e�ectof property rights on investments in physical capital, and there is a supportingmicroeconomic literature that documents a relationship between the securityof property rights over physical capital and investments in that capital (forexample, Besley 1995 and Banerjee, Gertler, and Ghatak 2002).However, the same concerns about access to investment and investment in-centives can in�uence investment in human capital as well (Acemoglu, Johnson,and Robinson 2004). While it could be easier to physically seize an asset thanhuman capital, the physical seizure of an asset is only one channel through whichweak private property institutions might a�ect investment decisions. If powerfulgroups can expropriate income or restrict the opportunities of the less powerful,this will deter investment in both physical and human capital among the groupfacing the expropriation threat or lack of access. This idea that investments inhuman capital are in�uenced by the investor's ability to capture returns is alsoin the literatures on job speci�c human capital (Luttmer 2005 is an example)and parental agency in education decisions (for example, Baland and Robinson2001).Direct evidence of an in�uence of private property institutions on humancapital accumulation is rare. Acemoglu and Johnson (2005) point out that in thecross-country setting it is di�cult to separate impacts of institutions workingthrough capital markets and those working through human capital channelsbecause of the strong correlation between education and institutional quality.Recent work by Field (2004) �nds an e�ect of an urban titling program inPeru on child time allocation working through the value of child and parenttime in protecting their property. However, empirical evidence of the impact ofexpropriation threat or parental agency on human capital decisions is largelyabsent at the micro level because of the problem of codifying di�erences inexpropriation threat and in explaining why it varies across population groups.In this paper, we look for institutional in�uences on human capital accu-mulation among children vulnerable to a debt-bondage institution prevalent inWestern Nepal. In a typical debt-bondage situation, a worker takes out a debtfrom his employer and posts himself or his family as collateral for that debt.There are approximately 20 million people in debt-bondage in the world todayaccording to the United Nations' Working Group on Contemporary Forms ofSlavery (1998). While debt-bondage has been of interest to economists (Bhaduri1973, Braverman and Stiglitz 1982, Bardhan 1983, Eswaran and Kotwal 1995,Genicot, 2002, Basu 2002, Basu and Chau 2004, Lilienfeld-Toal and Mooker-jee 2005), we believe this case study also can provide valuable illumination onthe interconnection between private property institutions and human capitalaccumulation. First, the Kamaiya system of debt-bondage studied herein ac-centuates the main channels through which weak private property institutions2



might in�uence human capital directly. The interlinked nature of the bondedand the bondholder in this setting make it easy for the bondholder to capturethe income of the bonded. Once bonded, exit appears di�cult and debts areinherited. More than a third of the population vulnerable to bondage is bonded.Hence, the instrinsic risk of bondage for children in the vulnerable population ishigh, and there is considerable threat of expropriation of returns to education.This idea is developed more fully in the next section of the paper. As the sys-tem supports local elites, it may also limit access to education and most of thetheoretical work on bondage to date considers how it may prevent other creditsystems from arising (e.g Genicot 2002). Thus, the channels through whichpoor institutions in�uence human capital investments will be augmented in thepopulation vulnerable to bondage, and this case will allow us to explore whichchannel underlies our �ndings.Second, unlike a general expropriation threat, vulnerability to debt-bondagein the Kamaiya system is straightforward to codify in the data. The Kamaiyasystem is large in scale with roughly 100,000 bonded (Sharma 1999) and therebymeasurable with census data. Moreover, as discussed in detail in section 2, thereare strong social constraints about who may be bonded in the Kamaiya system.The system is largely con�ned to �ve western and mid-western districts in theplains of Nepal, and a 2003 survey of those in bondage found that 98 percentbelonged to a single ethnic group (Sharma and Sharma 2004). We refer to mem-bers of this ethnic group living in districts where debt-bondage is prevalent asindividuals vulnerable to bondage. Our analysis is based on comparing familiesvulnerable to bondage to comparable members of other similar ethnic groupsliving in the same geographic areas, using information from other regions ofNepal to control for latent ethnic group di�erences. We focus on vulnerabilityto bondage rather than bondage in order to avoid concerns about the endo-geneity of bondage. Our empirical work, discussed in detail in sections 3 and 4,focuses on controlling for confounding factors that might be associated with thistype of ethnic group-geography variation. The patterns observed in the data forthe population vulnerable to bondage do not appear in the vulnerable ethnicgroup in areas and sub-locations where bondage is not prevalent. In areas wherebondage is prevalent, our �ndings do not appear in any other ethnic group or inolder groups of the vulnerable population educated before the system is believedto have arisen.We observe that children vulnerable to bondage have reduced schooling at-tendance and attainment and elevated child labor relative to what we wouldexpect based on their observable characteristics in the 2001 population andhousing census of Nepal. The variation in education and child labor associatedwith vulnerability to bondage is extremely large, similar in magnitude to thevariation in schooling and child labor associated with the death of a father. Therichness of the present data allows us to consider what aspect of these weakprivate property institutions explain the observed diminished human capitalinvestment. The evidence herein is most consistent with the idea that wheninvestors are uncertain about their ability to capture returns on investment inhuman capital, investment may be deterred in much the same way investment in3



physical capital would be. That is, the expropriation threat appears most con-sistent with the data as the mechanisms through which weak private propertyinstitutions in�uence human capital investment.In the next section of the paper we provide background on the Kamaiyasystem of debt-bondage and discuss how it can in�uence human capital invest-ment. In section three, we describe the data and document the basic associationbetween vulnerability to bondage and reduced schooling and increases in childlabor. In section four, we disentangle the di�erent paths through which weakinstitutions of private property might in�uence investments in children in oursetting, and section �ve is our conclusion.2 Background2.1 Institutions and EducationProperty rights institutions are typically de�ned �as the rules and regulationsprotecting citizens against the power of the government and elites� (Acemogluand Johnson 2005). In the case of human capital, these institutions would pro-tect investors against the forcible expropriation of labor's output. For example,they would allow an entrepreneur to capture the extra income his educationhelps him generate in his business and prevent its theft by more powerful indi-viduals in the community or the government. Taxes are a form of coerced expro-priation of individual income, but the more general concern in understandinginstitutions is the extent to which incentives to invest in human capital can bedeterred by the ability of local elites to capture the return on a worker's e�orts.This issue of the e�ect on property rights institutions on human capitalis central in the literature on investments in slaves in American history. Forexample, Fogel and Engerman (1974) famously noted that the average dailydiet of southern slaves was about 1.1 times that of free northern males in caloriccontent and that adults appeared to be nearly normal in stature (and better thanmany European workers at the time). They argue that the master's ownership ofthe slave makes it valuable as capital. These well de�ned property rights over theslave coupled with the owner's incentives to maximize the productivity of thiscapital might be responsible for their surprising �ndings. This idea that a tiedrelationship can foster productive investments that are not otherwise possiblebecause of the presence of credit constraints for example has been formalized ina number of settings, including in the nutrition based capacity curve model ofDasgupta and Ray (1985).This emphasis on the importance of appropriation for human capital in-vestments is central in the literature on parental agency in education decisions.When altruistic parents do not plan to leave bequests and are unable to coercetransfers from their children, they may underinvest in education relative to whatis privately optimal from the child's perspective (Baland and Robinson 2000).For example, Dreze and Sen (1995) note that gender di�erences in educationalinvestments in India may be in�uenced by the fact that boys tend to continue4



to live in close proximity to their parents while girls tend to move away.The inability of the child to credibly commit to transfers of future income toparents is critical for parental agency to result in underinvestment in education.By analogy, one might expect that a general expropriation threat in a countrymight not in�uence education investments if there are potential transfers fromthe expropriator to the person whose returns are expropriated. Consider asimple setting where there is one investor (parent) in education and one localelite with the possibility of capturing the investor's returns on investments ineducation. R is the present discounted return from educating a child for theinvestor. The return is the same to both the investor and the elite if he shouldcapture it. Education is costly by an amount C and education is assumed tobe a pro�table investment, R − C ≥ 0. p is the exogenous probability that theelite captures R. 0 < p < 1. The expropriation threat diminishes investmentincentives, because the investor's return (1 − p)R − C and the elite's return
pR − C can be negative even though R − C ≥ 0 if either the investor or theelite bear the full cost of education. However, a simple cost sharing solution tothis problem is available: the elite pays the investor pC in order to make theeducation investment.Basu (1989) shows that adverse selection can prevent a simple cost-sharingsolution to this incentive problem. Suppose there is heterogeneity in the prob-ability that an elite can capture the return to education investments. Thisheterogeneity is unobservable to the elite but known to the investor.1 Hetero-geneity may stem from di�erences in the child's outside options, mobility, orability or competition from other elites. The elite cannot discriminate in hiscost-sharing o�er (for example, he might partially fund schooling in the area).If the elite commits to bearing a certain fraction of education costs, only in-vestors with lower probabilities of expropriation choose to take the education.Depending on the distribution of p in the population, this can cause the elite tolargely subsidize the education of those for whom he is least likely to capturethe return. Consequently, his cost sharing o�er may be unpro�table.For example, assume that the probability that an elite captures an investor'sreturn on education is uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. pi is investor'sdraw from this distribution for the child in question, and pi is only known tothe investor. Denote p∗C as the elite's cost sharing o�er. The investor chooseto take this o�er and educate the child when:

(1 − pi) R − C + p∗C ≥ 0 (1)The average probability that an elite captures the returns on an educated indi-vidual for the educated population is then less than p∗:
E [p | p∗] =

R − C + p∗C

2R
(2)1Bardhan (1984) and Eswaran and Kotwal (1985) argue against assymmetric informationin rural economies with high levels of interpersonal interaction. However, all that is necessaryfor Basu's argument is less than perfect information.5



The elite then chooses p* to maximize his pro�t: E [p | p∗] R − p∗C. In theuniform example, notice that expected pro�t is just:
R − C

2
−

1

2
p ∗ C (3)which is maximized at p*=0. Because of adverse selection, the elite does noto�er cost-sharing in this case and .The e�ects of weak private property institutions on education extend be-yond this concern about expropriation. First, the expropriation of income mayleave the a�ected population poorer, and investors may view education as aconsumption good in addition to an investment. Second, weak private prop-erty instutions may a�ect occupational choice, in�uencing the investor's desirededucation if individuals are induced to select occupations with little return toeducation. Third, access to schooling may be in�uenced by the strength ofinstutions and the power of local elites to direct things like school spending.For example, even when the expropriation threat is very low, few may chooseeducation if the low expropriation threat means that the politically powerfuldo not provide schooling access. Fourth, access to credit to �nance educationalinvestment may be limited by weak instutions. Fifth, the weak institutions maydirectly a�ect the cost of schooling by in�uencing the employment options opento children as Field (2004) observes in Peru, where a lack of title to urban prop-erty a�ected child time allocation through the family's need to protect theirproperty.2.2 Debt-BondageIn the Kamaiya system of debt-bondage, adult sharecroppers take out a debtfrom their landlord and agree to serve the landlord exclusively until the debtis repaid after the harvest. Posting oneself as collaterial to access credit isnot novel. Galenson (1981, 1984) describes a similar rational for indenturedservitude in colonial America. Servants entered debt-bondage contracts withprospective employers to overcome limited liability problems that prevent creditmarkets from �nancing cross-Atlantic passage. If the bonded is the residualclaimant on all investment, we might anticipate little e�ect of the debt-bondagesystem itself on investments in children except to the extent that the creditconstraints it overcomes are important in child labor and schooling decisions(as in Baland and Robinson 2001).However, in the contemporary setting, debt-bondage is often characterizedas a type of slavery, because market power on the part of the bondholder a�ectsthe ability of the debtor to repay debts and exit bondage. Basu (2002) forexample argues that when bondholders have market power in credit and landor labor markets, the bondholder can supress the income of the bonded. In thepresent case, sharecropping contracts are negotiated each year after the harvestseason. When a debtor repays his debt, he is free to switch landlords, plots, etc.,to the extent that he has multiple options. However, if the debtor does not repayhis debt at harvest time, he is tied to the bondholder and is not free to negotiate6



alternative contracts with other landowners. While there is some evidence thatbondholders trade debtors, we encountered nothing to suggest that the bondedcan leverage this to exit bondage and thereby maintain their residual claim oninvestments. Implicit collusion is one obvious explanation for this failure tocompete away bondage. In a survey of the Kamaiya, Guatam (2001) noticedthat bonded sharecroppers received between one tenth and one third of theiroutput while unbonded sharecroppers in the same region typically received halfof each crop, and out of this reduced income, the bonded could try to repayhis debts. Moreover, in addition to reducing income, market power on behalf ofthe bondholder in multiple markets may lead to very high interest rates. Basu(1987) emphasizes that a lender may be able to charge usurious interest ratesby o�ering an interlinked deal to a prospective sharecropper. In the context ofthe Kamaiya system, these perpetual debt contracts may persist for generationsas the debt is inherited. In fact, the government of Nepal estimates that over100,000 were bonded in 1998 and Guatam (2001) reports that 90 percent of thebonded have been indentured for more than 10 years with many debts datingback to the system's emergence in the 1960s. This di�culty in exiting bondageis why the government of Nepal, the International Labor Organization, andmany other involved NGOs and IGOs consider the Kamaiya system as slaveryrather than as a solution to the problem of an inability to post other forms ofcollateral. The government of Nepal has outlawed the Kamaiya system fourtimes since 1974.2Thus, market power on the part of the landlord creates a large intrinsic riskthat a child born vulnerable to the Kamaiya system enters bondage. Speci�crules govern who may be bonded in the Kamaiya system. It is prevalent in �veWestern and Mid-Western districts in the plains of Nepal and largely con�ned tothe Tharu ethnic group.3 We refer to Tharu in these districts as the populationthat is �vulnerable to bondage.� Why is the debt-bondage so concentrated in asingle ethnic group? In our �eld work, we were told that the Tharu are bonded,because they are the only group who can be trusted to honor the debt-bondagecontract. We suspect that this �trustworthiness� owes to the history of thesystem's emergence. The Tharu have a genetic resistance to malaria, so theywere the dominant ethnic group throughout the plains of Nepal until large-scalemalaria eradication campaigns in the early and mid 1960s. As malaria ebbed,other ethnic groups and castes moved into the plains of Nepal. At the sametime, the government took steps to end the Feudal system that had persisted inthe plains (the Tharu were largely serfs and are considered middle social statustoday). Included in these steps was a land registration system at this timethat is alleged to have helped higher status ethnic groups (especially Brahmin)in securing legal control of the agricultural land worked by the Tharu. Even2Why don't the bonded just move? The remoteness of the area where the system ismost prevalent, coupled with high transaction costs of moving for subsistence households andimplicit intrafamilial collateral are important in this context.3Guatam (2001) reports that 32 percent of the Tharu population in Dang district arebonded, 16 percent in Banke, 53 percent in Bardiya, 50 percent in Kailali, and 27 percent inKanchanpur. Overall 7 percent of Tharu in Nepal are bonded in the Kamaiya system.7



today, in the 2002 Agricultural census, 35 percent of the land in the Kamaiyadistricts is held by non-indigenous high castes, compared to 14 percent in otherdistricts where the Tharu are prevalent.The Kamaiya debt-bondage system emerged in the mid 60s for the Tharuas a way for them to access credit. Today, the Tharu in Kamaiya districts are17 percent more likely to take out a loan than other ethnic groups living inthe same geographic areas and 10 percent more likely to have an outstandingloan than the general rural population in Nepal (1996 Nepal Living StandardsSurvey). Why were other ethnicities not able to negotiate a similar collateralarrangement? We suspect that because other ethnic groups were new to the areain the mid 60s and thereby revealed to be mobile, the risk of �ight in other groupswas high. The Tharu population would have had few external connections and,given the remoteness of these districts where the system persists, would poselittle �ight risk. The Tharu, then, could more credibly post themselves ascollateral and thus the Kamaiya system of debt-bondage became concentratedin one ethnic group. The persistance of the Kamaiya system among one ethnicgroup through 2003 is a puzzle, because the mobility of all middle and lowstatus ethnic groups in the Kamaiya districs is similar and very low. 95 percentof all the population born in Kamaiya districts still reside in their district ofbirth in the 2001 population census (high castes excluded). However, theoreticalexplanations for why a credit system may persist in one ethnic group abound,including implicit intra-familial collateral or �credit islands� along historical tiesas in Basu (1987).Nepal is a caste based society, and caste is intertwined with ethnicity muchmore so than in India. The Tharu ethnic group are viewed as middle social sta-tus. They can work with high status households and attend the same schools.Hence, they are not the most marginalized population in Nepal, and it is some-what surprising that bondage perists in this population. In fact, the systemdoes not appear to have survived in parts of the plains that are less remote.The Tharu are indigenous throughout the plains of Nepal, and the malariaeradication program and land registry that are believed to be important for un-derstanding the system's emergence also occurred throughout the plains. Thedistricts where the Kamaiya system persists are remote to both major Indiancities and Nepal's major population centers relative to other plains districts.Except for some Mountain districts (with elevations above 4000 meters), thefraction of the population born in the districts that still reside in these districtsare among the highest in Nepal.Moreover, assumptions of collusion and market power of the landed in thearea where the Kamaiya system persists is plausible. Anecdotes abound aboutthe extreme concentration of land ownership to high caste households in Ka-maiya districts. Direct evidence on this is scarce as data on landholdings wasstripped from the public use release of the population census. There is somesuggestive statistical evidence. Land concentration in Kamaiya regions is suchthat a simple random sampling of households within sampled communities inthe 1996 Nepal Living Standards Survey failed to capture any households thatrented or sharecropped land out while 35 percent of households in Kamaiya dis-8



tricts reported sharecropping land owned by someone else. Those vulnerable tobondage (Tharu in Kamaiya districts) were 11 percentage points or 40 percentmore likely to sharecrop than non-Tharu outside of Kamaiya districts but nomore likely to sharecrop than other ethnicities in Kamaiya districts (author'scalculations, high castes excluded). Some additional suggestive evidence comesfrom the aggregate statistics available from the 2002 Agricultural census. First,35 percent of land in Kamaiya districts is held by high castes, none of whom areindigenous, compared to 14 percent in comparison districts. Second, less than3 percent of land in Kamaiya districts is rented, compared to more than 12percent in comparison districts. Third, 46 percent of land in Kamaiya districtshas a hired manager, compared to 32 percent in comparison districts. Factorsother than land concentration can also explain these later characteristics, butthey are consistent with the anecdotal evidence.We do not know the probability that a child enters into long-term bondageas an adult, but roughly 1 in 5 of the vulnerable population is bonded accordingto Guatam's (2001) estimates. Hence, the Kamaiya system accentuates theexpropriation risk that we emphasize in the previous section. Neither the parentnor the bondholder has secure property rights over the child. The Kamaiyasystem is not a bonded child labor system. Children typically do not bringadditional credit until they physically mature and can enter their own debt-contract with the master.4 Thus, the bondholder cannot secure property rightsover the child when educational decisions are being made. From the parentsperspective, the probability that the child will inherit the parent's contract orenter a contract on his own if the parent is not bonded may be high enough soas to create uncertainty in whether the parent or child can appropriate returnson education. For example, Basu (2002) shows formally that when landlordsare su�ciently few , workers may have few options other than bonded laborcontracts, and this theoretical prediction is consistent with the prevlance ratesobserved in the vulnerable population.The Kamaiya system may accentuate many of the other channels throughwhich weak private property instiutions might in�uence human capital accu-mulation. First, vulnerability to bondage may be associated with lower familyincomes because of the contractual terms of those in bondage.5 Second, the4A 2001 rapid assessment survey of 650 bonded families found that 29 percent of children 5-18 work outside of their family (Sharma, Basnyat, and G.C. 2001). 20 percent of these children(or 6 percent of all children 5-18 in these 650 bonded families) reported that their parentstook a loan against their employment. The age of these children is not clear in the tabulatedsurvey results, but in consultation with people involved in this project, it was suggested thatmost of these children were older. The Kamaiya system is not itself a bonded child laborsystem although children are sometimes employed as servants in the master's house, receivingclothing and meals as compensation. In fact, the same rapid assessment found that 33 percentof children 5-18 attended school without working, and that 38 percent were economically activefor their parents alone.5In theory, the association between vulnerability to bondage and family income is ambigiousbecause of the potential productive bene�ts of improved access to credit and the contractingbene�ts of tied relationships. There is a theoretical literature showing that tied relationshipsmay facilitate consumption smoothing (Mukherjee and Ray 1995), risk sharing (Bardhan1983), or the resolution of moral hazard problems inherent in agriculture (Braverman and9



Kamaiya system may limit access to credit in the vulnerable population. Thismay seem surprising given that the system arises as a solution to the problemof a lack of collateralizable assets and that the vulnerable population are morelikely to report having loans. However, Genicot (2001) argues that the generalequilibrium e�ects of a debt-bondage system may limit other credit arrange-ments from developing. Other channels such as occupational choice, schoolingaccess, or employment channels are also possible within the Kamaiya system,but our empirical strategy will not capture these channels.3 The education and labor status of children vul-nerable to bondage3.1 DataThis study considers how the appropriation problems inherent in the Kamaiyasystem a�ects investments in children using the 2001 population and housingcensus (Central Bureau of Statistics 2002) that took place June 10-26, 2001.Census enumerators were recruited from local primary and secondary schoolteachers, and the census includes those with homes and the homeless. Therewere two census forms: a short form with 100 percent enumeration and a longform given to 1 out of every 8 households. Our data consist of the rural, non-mountain population in the 11.35 percent public use, a simple random sample ofall households that completed the long form. We focus on the rural population,because that is where the Kamaiya system persists primarily (we consider theurban population in a robustness check). Mountain areas are de�ned as areaswhere elevation exceeds 4,000 meters, and we exclude the mountain populationbecause of their geographic isolation from the rest of Nepal. These two restric-tions leave us with a sample size of 1,365,965 individuals (representative of 12million people or 50 percent of Nepal's population) in 263,007 households.Table 1 presents basic summary statistics for the data separately for boysand girls. There are 181,651 children age 10-14 in the data, 6,317 of which arevulnerable to bondage. Our choice of ages is driven by the data. Below 10, wehave no information about the activities of children. Above 14, our schoolingdata is incomplete. We report the sample size, the fraction of the populationthat belongs to a high social status caste (Brahman, Chhetri, and Thakuri),the fraction of the population that is the Tharu ethnic group (�Tharu�), thefraction of the population living in Kamaiya districts (�Kamaiya�), and theinteraction of Tharu and Kamaiya. In analyzing how vulnerability to bondagea�ects child labor and schooling, we restrict the sample further to ethnic groupswith at least 500 children 10-14, districts with at least a 100 Tharu 10-14, andwe exclude high status groups. Though these restrictions are sensible in termsof improving the comparability of our control data, they have little practicalrelevance for the patterns observed in the data. Summary statistics for the dataStiglitz 1982, Eswaran and Kotwal 1985). 10



used throughout this study are in the last four columns of table 1. As outcomesfor children 10-14, we focus on school attendance, educational attainment (yearsof completed schooling), and the child's principal usual activity. The child'sprincipal usual activity is coded as student, wage worker, market worker, orworker. A child engaged in wage work, as a domestic in another's household, orin the family farm or business is a market worker. A worker includes childrenengaged in market work or as a domestic in the child's own household. Coupledwith the school attendance, Table 1 also reports what fraction of children thatreport being a worker who does not attend school. The questionnaire alsoincludes a question about how many months a child worked in the last year.This is summarized in the �nal row although we do not emphasize �ndingsusing this variable as the questionnaire does not de�ne what work means, so weare uncertain about what this captures.Comparing the educational attainment of children is complicated by thefact that both the expected educational attainment and its variance increaseswith the age of the child. For this reason, educational attainment is analyzedby standardizing a child's observed educational attainment relative to that of areference population for the child's age and gender. In the present case, childrenin rural households in hill and plains areas of eastern and central Nepal areused as a reference population.6 For child i of age a and gender f, educationalattainment is measured as:
ezi =

edi − µaf

σaf

(4)This standardized educational attainment is reported in the rows labeld �GradeDe�cit Z-Score.� Our analysis of child labor and schooling patterns focuses onthe indicator of school attendance, the grade de�cit z-score, and the indicatorthat a child is a worker who does not attend school.In the restricted sample, slightly more than 10 percent of the population ofchildren 10-14 are vulnerable to bondage. The large di�erences in sex-ratios inthe data merit a note of caution. In table 1, there are 1.134 boys for every girl.A similar di�erence is observed in the fertility module. Women report having1.135 male births for every female birth. Thus, the sex ratios in the fertilitysurvey are consistent with the household registry, although we regard them asimpossibly large given that the ratios from the fertility questionnaire re�ectbirths, not residents or living children. These large sex-ratios are not unique tothe Census and have been observed in other surveys in Nepal.One concern in our analysis is the possibility that the presence of a girl iscorrelated with vulnerability to bondage. It is not, but our analysis of sex-ratiosraised a data concern. Figure 1 plots the sex ratio in the household roster forchildren by child age for ages 0-14. We have labeled �KT� the Tharu house-holds in Kamaiya districts and �0T� the Tharu households outside of Kamaiya6The choice of reference group is driven by a desire to have a reference group that is nota�ected by the Kamaiya system, but that still re�ects the diversity of age speci�c educationalattainment patterns in Nepal. We have compared all of our main �ndings with this stan-dardization to one using the full population of Nepal for the reference population, and theyappeared virtually identical. 11



districts. �00� refers to non-Tharu populations outside of Kamaiya areas, and�K0� indicates a non-Tharu household in a Kamaiya area. Note that in thenon-Tharu population outside of Kamaiya districts, there is a large change insex-ratios around age 10. It is not statistically signi�cant. However, this sampleselection in part of the control population comes from changes in the numberof females and causes us to be concerned about the results for females. Accord-ingly, we emphasize our �ndings for boys primarily.3.2 Education is lower and child labor higher in the pop-ulation vulnerable to bondageDebt-bondage in the Kamaiya system is largely con�ned to ethnic Tharu livingin �ve districts. We compare the education and child labor outcomes of Tharusin these �ve Kamaiya districts to that of other similar ethnic groups in Kamaiyadistricts, using data from other districts to control for latent caste di�erences.Figure 2 plots the raw data used in this analysis. Schooling attendance (2A forboys, 2D for girls), schooling attainment (2B for boys, 2E for girls), and thefraction of children working without school (2C for boys, 2F for girls) is plottedfor each ethnic group-district cell in the population. The horizontal axis in eachpicture is a district number. The �ve Kamaiya districts are emphasized withvertical lines. Each ethnic group-district cell is pictured with a bubble, the sizeof which is proportional to the number of children observed in that cell. AllTharu cells are shaded in dark grey. All ethnic groups, castes, and districts areincluded in �gure 2, although only comparable castes in districts where Tharuare prevalent are used in the regression work.The Tharu are not in general a disadvantaged ethnic group, and this isevident in all the �gures by looking at the non-Kamaiya districts. In mostof the rest of Nepal, the Tharu seem to be in the middle of the populationdistribution. However, it is evident in �gures 2A-2C that they are relativelydisadvantaged in Kamaiya districts, both relative to Tharu elsewhere and otherethnic groups in the Kamaiya region. While this also appears true for girls,it is evident in �gures 2D-2F that the �ndings for girls will be less robust asthe di�erences seem less distinct for girls vulnerable to bondage. It is alsoworth emphasizing that even though the Tharu in Kamaiya districts seem towork more and have less schooling, there are other ethnic group-district cellsthat have worst outcomes. Thus while the variation in child labor and schoolingassociated with vulnerability to bondage is large, other characteristics may evenbe more signi�cant.The patterns observed in the raw data are summarized in regression formin table 2. For outcome y of child i of ethicity e in district d, we regress y on aconstant, a vector of ethnic group �xed e�ects λe, a vector of district �xed e�ects
λd, a vector of individual attributes that varies across speci�cationsφ (Ai), andan indicator that a child is vulnerable to bondage TKi, the interaction of theTharu �xed e�ect with an indicator that the child is in a Kamaiya district:

yied = α + β ∗ TKi + λe + λd + φ (Ai) + νied (5)12



Errors are clustered at the district-ethnicity level.7 The Kamaiya districts areremote relative to other districts where Tharu are prevelant, and district �xede�ects control for omitted factors common to all ethnicities in the district. Theinclusion of ethnic group �xed e�ects controls for the possibility that the Tharuare somehow di�erent in their tendency towards education or child labor and,more generally, the geographic distribution of castes and ethnic groups in nepal.
β is the coe�cient on the indicator that an individual is vulnerable to bondageand is interpreted as the di�erence in y after controlling for district invariantcaste and ethnic group characteristics and ethnicity and caste invariant districtcharacteristics as well as individual attributes A. The outcome y of interest intable 2 is given by the row heading.Children vulnerable to bondage are less likely to attend school, have lowerschooling attainment, are more likely to work without attending school, andwork more months of the year. The additional work is largely in wage workand agriculture. These patterns are evident in both boys (column 1) and girls(column 4). This simple di�erence in di�erences analysis su�ers from bias ifcovariates are not balanced between those vulnerable to bondage and those whoare not. This problem is potentially acute in the present context when beingvulnerable to bondage is relatively rare in the population. To improve ourcomparisons, we take several steps. First, in all of our work (including columns1 and 3 of table 2), we restrict our comparison group to districts where Tharuare prevalent and to large ethnic groups of similar social status to the Tharu.Second, we weight the population that is not vulnerable to bondage to havesimilar observable characteristics to the vulnerable population. Let Z denote thevector of covariates correlated with vulnerability to bondage. The propensityscore is denoted:d (zi) = Pr (TK = 1 | Z = zi)and estimated as a logit of thevulnerable to bondage indicator on the vector of controls Z which include thechild attributes A but not ethnicity and district e�ects.8 The vector of controlsincluded in estimating the propensity score are listed in the notes to table 2.Many of these covariates are likely the outcome of bondage and hence mightattenuate our �ndings in Table 2 when included as a control variable. In fact,Figure 3 suggests relatively little reason to be concerned about this attenuationproblem, at least for within region comparisons. Figure 3 contains the plot of thepropensity score for each of the population groups as labeled in Figure 1. Noneof the observable characteristics stand out as a clear predictor that someone isvulnerable to bondage, hence the propensity score in even the KT populationvulnerable to bondage is fairly smoothly distributed with a mass well below one.Further, other ethnicities within the same region have a similar distributionof observable characteristics, whereas observables look di�erent outside of the7A case could be made for clustering on the district, rather than ethnicity*district. In allmain �ndings, standard errors are smaller when we cluster on district than ethnicity*district.Hence, we elect for the more conservative approach throughout.8The propensity score aims to balance covariates, but we are not trying to balance ethnicityand geography as that is our source of variation. Further, the only reason we have the optionof including ethnicity and geography in the propensity score is because of parametric form ofthe propensity score as the outcome variable is simply an interaction term of each.13



Kamaiya districts. Thus, upon reweighting, most of our variation comes fromwithin region, rather than within ethnicity.Our interest is in estimating how vulnerability to bondage diminishes ed-ucational investments in the population vulnerable to bondage, so we use thepropensity score to create weights as follows:
w (TKi, zi) = TKi + (1 − TKi)

d̂ (zi)

1 − d̂ (zi)
(6)where d̂ (zi) are the predicted values from the propensity score. We use theseweights 6 in estimating 5. We also modify 5 to include the vector Z as controlsand to allow the association between Z and y to vary with vulnerability tobondage:

yied = α + β ∗ TKi + γ1zi + γ2 (zi − zTK) + λe + λd + νied (7)where zTK is the vector of sample averages of covariates in Z for children vul-nerable to bondage. Demeaning the data in this way allows the associationbetween y and observable characteristics to vary within the vulnerable popula-tion, but the interpretation of β in 7 is comparable to that of 5. This combina-tion of reweighting to balance the data and including the covariates as controlsis called a �double robustness� estimator, because estimates of β are unbiasedif either the propensity score is correctly estimated or if the controls in 7 arecorrectly speci�ed and the usual conditional on observables assumptions are sat-is�ed. Columns 2 and 5 of table 2 contain the results of this double robustnessapproach.The double robustness approach of columns 2 and 5 of table 2 is our pre-ferred speci�cation despite the danger of over controlling as many of the controlvariables could be a�ected by the same factors that lead to declining educationalinvestments with vulnerability to bondage. Child labor is higher and schoolinglower for boys vulnerable to bondage. Boys appear 8 percentage points less likelyto attend school. Given that 74 percent of boys 10-14 report attending schoolin our data, this corresponds to more than a 10 percent decline in schoolingattendance. This decline in attendance is mirrored by a 0.2 standard devia-tion decline in schooling attainment associated with bondage. These declines inschooling are also accompanied by an elevated labor status. Wage work is morethan 30 percent more prevalent in the population vulnerable to bondage. Par-ticipation in market work is 58 percent higher. Beneath this rise in market workis an increase in self-employment and work in agriculture in addition to wagework, although there is a slight decline in unpaid family work. This increasein work also results in an 8 percentage point increase in the probability theboy reports being a worker who does not attend school, a 54 percent increase.Corresponding to these reported increases in work is an increase in the numberof months worked for the population vulnerable to bondage.The unweighted patterns for girls are similar to that of boys, and the magni-tudes are slightly larger. While the results for boys are very similar regardless of14



whether we weight or weight and re-estimate results based on district of birth,this is not true for girls. In general, most of the patterns of increasing childlabor and declining school are not robust to weighting by observable character-istics. This means that the patterns of reduced schooling and increased childlabor observed in girls is driven more by an association between bondage andobservable characteristics. This pattern of attenuation in girls when controllingfor observables is consistent with the assertion that the patterns of increasedchild labor and declining schooling for girls re�ects the poverty of the family'senvironment whereas the results for boys re�ect something more intrinsic tovulnerable bondage. Interestingly, the apparent shift of girls from unpaid fam-ily labor to work in agriculture is one �nding that is robust to weighting byobservable attributes.One way to assess the signi�cance of the �ndings for boys of lower schoolingand more child labor among those vulnerable to bondage is to compare the mag-nitude of the vulnerability to bondage indicator to other indicators included inthe same regression. Note that all of the empirical work is devoted to controllingfor confounding factors associated with vulnerability to bondage. It does notattempt to control for confounding factors associated with other characteristics.The magnitude of the relative decline in schooling and increase in child laboris similar to that observed in the data for having a dead father, and it is lessthan half the variation associated with moving from a head with no primaryschool to a head with completed primary school. Thus, while the data is consis-tent with vulnerability to bondage being important in the schooling and childlabor decisions of e�ected households, it is not necessarily the most importantdeterminant of variation in child labor and schooling.Vulnerability to bondage is an ethnic group*geography e�ect, and one shouldbe concerned about omitted factors correlated with this variation but indepen-dent of the large set of observable controls included in the propensity score andregression. Non-random selection of children into areas vulnerable to bondageis one obvious concern. Columns 3 and 6 of table 2 replicate our results fordistrict of birth rather than residence, and the small changes in the magnitudeof our estimates re�ect the very low mobility rates of populations in the Ka-maiya districts. Perhaps we are simply capturing something about inequalityor disadvantage in Kamaiya districts. In Table 3, we replicate our approach of6 and 7 for other ethnic groups prominant in the Kamaiya districts (excludingthe Tharu entirely from our analysis).9 The patterns observed in the populationvulnerable to bondage are not evident in any other major ethnic group.Moreover, the patterns of elevated child labor and lower schooling in thepopulation vulnerable to bondage appears to be more than something specialabout the Tharu living in kamaiya Districts. First, we do not observe our resultsin the urban population of Kamaiya districts. Table 4 reproduces our mainresults for the rural population (column 1) and replicates the same approach for9The Tharu are 36 percent of the population in the Kamaiya districts. High status Chhetri(18 percent) and Brahman (10 percent), middle status Magar (6 percent), and low statusKamai (5 percent) and Muslim (4 percent) are the other main ethnic groups. The socialstatus of the Magar in Nepali society is most similar to that of the Tharu.15



the urban population (column 2). Second, we only observe diminished schoolingattainment for the rural Tharu population in Kamaiya districts among Tharueducated since the system's emergence in the mid 1960s. In table 5, the sampleis restricted to young adults educated since the Kamaiya system's emergence(age 20-35 in 2001) and an older group educated before the system's emergence(age 52-70 in 2001). In column 1 and 2, we restrict the sample to Tharu only andobserve that the younger Tharu population in Kamaiya districts has reducededucational attainment relative to the older Tharu in the same districts (usingother districts to control for cohort e�ects). In columns 3 and 4, we add in otherethnic groups so that it is possible to control for both ethnic group*geographye�ects and cohort*geography e�ects. Though slightly attenuated relative towhat we observe amongst children, vulnerability to bondage is associated withdiminished educational attainment in the a�ected adult population as well.10Thus, vulnerability to bondage is associated with lower schooling attendance,diminished school attainment, and increased child labor. The increased childlabor appears to be associated with a shift for boys away from unpaid workfor the family to wage work (especially in agriculture) and self employment.Results for girls are less robust than for boys, but girls seem to move awayfrom unpaid family work into agricultural work. These patterns do not appeardriven by di�erences in observable characteristics in the population vulnerableto bondage nor do we see similar patterns in other major ethnic groups in thesame geographic location. Moreover, the patterns of diminished educationalattainment in the vulnerable population appears to be con�ned to only cohortswhose education would have been a�ected by the Kamaiya system.4 MechanismsThe discussion in section 2 emphasizes several reasons why vulnerability tobondage might be associated with reduced educational investments. These canbe loosly grouped into mechanisms that will be common to populations in ar-eas with a high prevalence of bondage and channels that will be speci�c to thepopulation vulnerable to bondage. Because our empirical work is based on com-paring di�erent ethnic groups within in the same geographic areas, our �ndingsin the previous section do not capture general equilibrium channels or anythingthat will be common to both the vulnerable and not vulnerable populations.This rules our several plausible explanations for why vulnerability to bondagemight be associated with reduced education such as general equilibrium e�ects10Another issue that needs to be mentioned is that the Kamaiya system was outlawed inthe year preceding the census. The 2000 resolution canceled all debts without compensation.Sharma, Basnyat, and G.C. (2001) �nd no e�ect of this law in their �eldwork in early 2001,and the actual law implementing the 2000 resolution was not passed until February 2002, 8months after our data. Nonetheless, one possibility, albeit one that is inconsistent with �eldwork from that time, is that the 2000 resolution disrupted the Kamaiya system, and that ourresults capture the resulting displacement of former slaves. The �ndings in table 6 where theyoung cohort is unlikely to be in school by 2001 are generally consistent with the magnitudesof the declines in schooling attainment that we observe for children 10-14.16



on wages, reduced schooling availability, or undeveloped credit markets unlesscredit access is ethnic group speci�c (schooling is not). This leaves diminishedincome, increases in the value of female or child time, ethnic group speci�c creditconstraints, or declines in the returns to education for the vulnerable populationas the possible explanations for our �ndings. The comparative statics in Beckerand Lewis (1973) are the basis for our discussion here. The data seem mostconsistent with a decline in the returns to education for the population vulner-able to bondage, and the expropriation threat seems the most likely channel forthese lower returns for education.4.1 IncomeMost obviously, diminished schooling and elevated child labor could stem froman association between vulnerability to bondage and low income. Theoretically,the sign of bondage's e�ect on incomes is unclear (labor tying v. exploitation),and our empirical strategy based on comparing those vulnerable to other groupsin the same areas would control for any general equilibrium e�ects (such asthose emphasized by Basu and Chau 2004). Moreover, in the data, few of theregression controls di�er for those vulnerable to bondage and controlling forall available observable characteristics, many of which are strong correlates ofpoverty, have little impact on our results.Two additional pieces of evidence are inconsistent with diminished incomeas the explanation for our results. First, we observe declines in schooling evenamong children unlikely to contribute substantively to household income. Em-ployment opportunities for children under 10 in Nepal are generally believedto be rare. If children 10-14 are working for poverty motives, then we shouldobserve higher schooling among children 6-9 so as to raise the return on theirsubsequent employment. Table 6 replicates our basic schooling attendance inchildren 6-9. Magnitudes in table 6 are similar to what we observe in olderboys in table 2 for boys. Primary schooling is supposed to be free in Nepal. Inthis case, it is hard to understand why households who sole concern was incomewould not educated children when employment options are rare. However, inpractice, schools are not truly be costless, and we do not have strong priorsabout the returns to education by age.Second, lower income should imply lower fertility (an inward shift in thebudget curve in the Becker and Lewis model). However, we observe elevatedfertility in married women born vulnerable to bondage. Fertility data is collectedin the census for 275,910 ever-married women age 15-49. 8,968 of these womenare vulnerable to bondage. There is some suggestion in the data that selectioninto marriage is negatively correlated with vulnerability to bondage in ages 15-17, so our analysis is restricted to women age 18 to 49. We also restrict ourattention to districts and ethnic groups that meet the selection criteria describedabove. This leaves us a sample of 85,373 women, 8,590 of whom are vulnerableto bondage. Descriptive statistics for these women are presented in Table 7. 14percent of women in our restricted sample report being able to read and write.The census records the total number of births and number of deaths (after a17



live birth) for male and female o�spring separately (we do not know the ageof the child at time of death or the date of birth of non-resident children). Intable 7, we report the total number of births broken down by sex of the child,whether the mother has lost any children who survived child birth, whether amother has lost more than 1 child, whether she has lost a boy, and whether shehas lost a girl.The empirical methodology to examine fertility di�erences is the same asthat used to look at child labor and schooling decisions. We compare ever-married women 18-49 vulnerable to bondage to Tharu women in other districtsand use observations on other castes to control for district di�erences. Highcaste women are excluded from our control group throughout the analysis asare small ethnic groups and districts with few Tharu. Age e�ects and com-pleted education e�ects are included throughout our fertility results. Hence,the observed increases in fertility with vulnerable to bondage are beyond anyassociation between bondage and mother's education. Table 8 presents esti-mates of the coe�cient on the indicator for vulnerability to debt bondage , ourbasic fertility results (see Appendix Table 3 for unconditional means). Each cellin Table 8 is from a di�erent regression. The dependent variable is indicatedby the row. Column 1 includes only district and caste �xed e�ects from equa-tion 1. Columns 2-5 weight the population that is not vulnerable to bondagecomparable to the vulnerable population as in equations 2 and 3. Column 3replicates column 2 using district of birth rather than residence as an identi�er,and columns 4 and 5 split the sample based on mother literacy.Several interesting patterns are evident in the data. First, vulnerabilityto bondage is associated with an additional 0.3 births. It is associated withslightly more male births than female births, but the estimate of the additionalmale births are within a 95 percent con�dence interval of the estimate of theadditional female births. Second, deaths are also higher to women vulnerableto bondage. There are 0.04 more deaths of children for women vulnerable tobondage. Considering that vulnerability to slavery is associated with an ad-ditional 0.3 births, the additional 0.04 deaths implies a death rate of 14 per100 births among those vulnerable to bondage. For contrast, the death rate forbirths to Tharus outside of Kamaiya areas is 6 per 100 births. This elevateddeath rate is consistent with diminished investments in children. Third, neitherthe mother's education nor the household head attributes appear responsiblefor the association between births and vulnerability to bondage. In columns2 and 3 we control for the education of the mother (both columns) and thehousehold head's age, education, sex, age, and marital status (column 3). Thisspeci�cation partials out any e�ects on fertility that result from the e�ects ofbondage on investments in parental education, etc. While these controls slightlyattenuate the association between bondage and fertility, ultimately, most of theassociation between vulnerability to bondage and fertility appears to be drivenby contemporaneous factors that are not captured in mother's or head's educa-tion. Fourth, the fertility results appear concentrated amongst illiterate women.In columns 4 and 5, we bifurcate the sample based on the mother's literacy. Wesuspect that illiterate Tharu are more likely to be vulnerable to bondage, and18



in fact the elevated fertility among those vulnerable to bondage is concentratedamong illiterate mothers (column 5). Hence, the data seem more consistentwith a shift away from quality into quantity rather than a pure income e�ect.4.2 Value of Female or Child TimeThese increases in fertililty and declines in educational investments could bedriven by increased employment opportunities for children. However, childrenare not themselves bonded in the Kamaiya system. Hence, there is no reasonwhy children vulnerable to bondage should have better employment options inthe wage labor market (where their participation rates increase in table 2) thanother children living in the same geographic area.Another possibility is that the data re�ect a substitution e�ect from lowerfemale wages. In the Becker and Lews framework, reduced value of female timeinduces households to substitute away from quality into quantity. This e�ectmight work through some direct e�ect of bondage on employment opportunitiesor it might follow from the fact that adult women born vulnerable to bondageare apt to have diminished education. Two pieces of evidence point away fromthis explanation of our �ndings. First, women are actually more likely to workoutside of the household, in market work, and for more months in family'svulnerable to bondage. Table 9 replicates our basic comparison of the activitiesof individuals vulnerable to bondage to those born elsewhere or in other ethnicgroups without weighting or additional controls for the adult population age25-49. Column 1 describes changes in the labor supply of men who work less inwage work, more in agriculture, and more in unpaid work. Women work more inwage, market, and agricultural work and they do so for more months per year.However, none of these additional female labor supply results are statisticallysigni�cant.Second, the education and child labor results persist conditional on fertilityand household composition. In table 10, we add the number of births everreported in the household (via a set of dummies), the fraction of those birthsthat are female, household size, the number of children 5 and under, the numberof children 6-17 (all as dummies), the fraction of family members who are female,and the fraction of children 6-17 who are female to our control set Z fromequations 6 and 7. Our basic �ndings for boys persist conditional on fertility.Hence, the data do not support the hypothesis that our schooling in child laborresults solely re�ect fertility changes.4.3 CreditAnother option is that perhaps the Kamaiya system somehow restricts the ac-cess of the Tharu to credit in ways that other groups in the same location arenot. Note this would need to be more than a general equilibrium e�ect on creditmarkets as emphasized in Genicot (2001), because general equilibrium e�ectswould be captured by similar ethnic groups in the Kamaiya districts. At �rstglance, one would suspect better access to credit among those vulnerable to19



bondage, because without it improving their credit access, why would a house-hold enter bondage? However, declining schooling, increasing child labor, andincreasing fertility is (together) consistent with a model of di�erential creditconstraints (such as Baland and Robinson 2001), and an inability to �nance in-vestment is one channel through which weak private property institutions mightreduce investment.Several factors suggest that diminished access to credit alone cannot explainour �ndings. First, as documented in table 10, our �ndings persist conditional onfertility. If those vulnerable to bondage had worse access to credit, then theirschooling investment decisions should depend more on household and familycomposition. Second, access to credit should be correlated with other observ-able household characteristics, but we have seen that our results are relativelyindependent of the characteristics that are in the census. Third, the data in theNepal living standards suggests that vulnerability to bondage is associated witha greater probability of having a loan. Those vulnerable to bondage (Tharuin kamaiya districts) are 17 percent more likely to take out a loan than otherethnicities living in the same areas where bondage is prevalent, and 10 percentmore likely that the general rural population (author's calculations from the1996 Nepal living Standards Survey, high castes excluded, none of these di�er-ences are statistically signi�cant). Of course, this could re�ect the inability ofthe bonded to pay o� their loans rather than improved access to credit relativeto other groups living in the same geographic areas. Overall, though little inthe data suggests that the Kamaiya system decreases investments in educationbecause those vulnerable have worse access to credit than other families in thesame locations. If anything, the data are consistent with improved credit accesswhich would explain why the Tharu voluntarily enter bondage.4.4 Returns to EducationThe declines in schooling and increases in fertility are consistent with a fall inthe return on education, and we have already discussed in detail how the threatof expropriation can reduce the returns on educaction for the vulnerable popu-lation relative to other ethnic groups living in the same geographic area. Thereare several other ways in which the Kamaiya system might lower returns toeducation in the vulnerable population. For example, weak institutions mightdeter investments in human capital through reduced investment options. In thepresent context this would translate into lower quality schools or less school-ing access. There is some evidence of worst pupil-teacher ratios in the Kamaiyadistricts. Data from the Department of Education (2001) documents that pupil-teacher ratios are higher in Kamaiya districts. In Nepal, the average primaryschool pupil teacher ratio is 37 students per teacher. All of the Kamaiya dis-tricts have pupil teacher ratios above 42, with the highest being 60.2 pupils perteacher in the district (Bardiya) where the indenture rate of those vulnerable tobondage is estimated to be highest (53 percent of Tharus in Bardiya are bondedaccording to Gautam 2001). Poorer quality schools may re�ect the appropri-ation problem if that reduces incentives for communities to invest in schools.20



However, diminished schooling access or school quality is unlikely to drive our�ndings, because they would a�ect ethnic groups other than the Tharu andthereby would be controlled for in our empirical work.Moreover, it is possible to examine directly whether fraction Tharu in a com-munity alters our estimates of the association between vulnerability to bondageand diminished schooling investments. These results are in table 11. The toppanel examines the full (restricted sample). The next panel limits the data towithin the kamaiya region, and the remaining panels trifurcate the sample basedon the fraction of the local population that is Tharu. In general, the fractionTharu is not a statistically signi�cant predictor of any outcome variables, and ittends to have an opposite sign of the vulnerability to bondage result. Hence, wedo not appear to be capturing some confounding e�ect that owes to the fractionof Tharu in a child's community. Further, another interesting facet of table11 is that our �ndings of reduced schooling and increased work in the vulner-able population seem to be concentrated in communities where the Tharu aremost prevalent. This likewise is consistent with the appropriation explanationas these communities are where bondage is most likely to be observed.Indeed one possible form of the appropriation problem might be that vul-nerability to bondage in�uences occupational selection. For example, perhapsan important part of the return to education comes through the correspondingprobability that the child is free to change occupations (most adults in Kamaiyaregions are farmers), perhaps move out of subsistence agriculture, and supposethat vulnerability to bondage makes this transition less likely. Because of thisimmobility, from the child and parent's perspective, vulnerability reduces each'sexpected ability to capture a return to education. There is no way to separatethis characterization of the appropriation problem from the any other, but it isconsistent with the fundamental importance of property rights in investmentsin children.5 ConclusionThis study has found a large, negative association between vulnerability tobondage and both schooling attendance and educational attainment and a pos-itive association between vulnerability and both fertility and child labor. Thee�ects are not only statistically signi�cant but also economically signi�cant.For example, we �nd that by ages 10-14, vulnerability to bondage is associatedwith one �fth of a standard deviation less completed schooling for boys and 3tenths of a standard deviation less completed schooling for girls. This reducedschooling is also associated with greater child labor. Boys 10-14 vulnerable tobondage are 110 percent more likely to report being primarily a worker whilealso not reporting any school attendance. These patterns are not apparent inolder cohorts from Kamaiya regions, they are not in urban Tharu in Kamaiyaregions, and they do not appear in any other similar social group. Fertility isalso dramatically higher in women 18-49 vulnerable to bondage by roughly onequarter (or 11 percent) of a child per mother. Several pieces of evidence are21



not consistent with a dominant role of lower income associated with bondage inexplaining these patterns. Rather, the evidence seems most consistent with theidea that an inability to appropriate returns to education and other investmentsfor the parent and child (as well as the master) plays a key role in explainingthis diminished investment in children and elevated fertility.These �ndings of reduced investments in children contrast with the typical�ndings from the literature on American slavery. For example, Fogel and En-german (1974) famously noted that the average daily diet of southern slaves wasabout 1.1 times that of free northern males in caloric content and that adultsappeared to be nearly normal in stature (and better than many European work-ers). Obviously, investments in nutrition may be fundamentally di�erent thaninvestments in education, but is there anything inherent in the contemporarysetting that might explain the contrast between our �ndings and that of Fogeland Engermann? They argue that the value of slaves as capital coupled withthe owner's incentives to maximize the productivity of this capital might be re-sponsible for their surprising �ndings. The distinction between slaves as capitalrather than labor owes to the slave owner's secure property rights over the slave.In the case of debt-bondage, the master's property rights are much less securewith little formal legal enforcement, and productive investments like educationmay be associated with the loss of the bonded laborer. Moreover, whereas theAmerican slave owner could appropriate returns on investments in slaves, Tharuparents in Nepal may not be able to do so if the child will inherent the debt orend up working in bondage for the same master. Thus, we view the insecurityof property rights over the slave and the child's human capital as fundamentalin understanding why we see such negative outcomes for debt-bondage, whereour priors might be that bondage would facilitate investments in children.This appropriation problem has general lessons for the problem of develop-ment. Human capital accumulation is an important part of economic growth(Barro 1991), and policies aimed at stimulating human capital accumulationare one of the fundamental topics in development. Many interventions focus onimproving schools or changing the opportunity cost of schooling. The resultsof this study illustrate another important aspect of decisions about investmentsin children: parents need to be able to expect that they or the child will beable to appropriate returns on these investments. This paper provides someof the �rst empirical evidence of this classic insight. Economists have beenextremely successful in incorporating attention to the institutional setting andmarket structure into policy designed to promote physical capital accumulation(see Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson 2004 for a survey). An implication ofthe present study is that these factors can be equally deserving of attention inpolicy designed to promote human capital accumulation.References[1] Acemoglu, Daron, and Simon Johnson. 2005. "Unbundling Institutions."Journal of Political Economy 113, October, 949-995.22
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Figure 1:  Sex Ratios by Age and Ethnic-District Cell 
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Figure 2A:  Attends School by Caste and District 
Males 10-14 
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Figure 2B:  Grade Deficit Z-Scores by Caste and District 
Males 10-14 
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Figure 2C:  Works without attending school by Caste and District 
Males 10-14 
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Figure 2D:  Attends School by Caste and District 
Females 10-14 
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Figure 2E:  Grade Deficit Z-Scores by Caste and District 
Females 10-14 
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Figure 2F:  Works without attending school by Caste and District 
Females 10-14 
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Figure 3:  Propensity Score by Ethnicity-District Cell 
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Figure 4:  Estimates of Effects of Being Tharu Born in Kamaiya Districts on Grade Deficit Z-

Scores by Year of Birth, Males Age 20-60 
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Table 1:  Descriptive Statistics for Children 10-14

Rural Population

Full Sample Restricted Sample

Male Female Male Female

Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.

Sample Size 94,128 87,523 28,944 25,530

Age 11.857 1.427 11.870 1.434 11.738 1.443 11.752 1.456

High Caste 0.298 0.457 0.310 0.463 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Tharu 0.071 0.257 0.072 0.258 0.224 0.417 0.239 0.427

Kamaiya 0.096 0.294 0.096 0.294 0.209 0.407 0.219 0.413

Tharu*Kamaiya 0.035 0.183 0.035 0.184 0.113 0.316 0.120 0.325

Attends School 0.831 0.375 0.717 0.451 0.744 0.436 0.580 0.493

Educational Attainment 3.335 2.294 2.712 2.378 2.854 2.373 2.028 2.313

Grade Deficit Z-Score 0.014 0.952 0.018 0.971 -0.164 1.022 -0.245 0.976

Principal Usual Activity:

Student 0.795 0.403 0.666 0.472 0.710 0.454 0.523 0.499

Wage Work 0.026 0.159 0.016 0.124 0.051 0.220 0.032 0.175

Market Work 0.112 0.315 0.153 0.360 0.146 0.353 0.154 0.361

Worker 0.136 0.342 0.267 0.442 0.187 0.390 0.375 0.484

Worker, not attend School 0.100 0.299 0.215 0.411 0.150 0.357 0.316 0.465

Months Worked 1.014 2.796 1.170 2.918 1.306 3.292 1.130 2.977

The restricted sample is used throughout this study.  High caste (Chhetri, Brahman, and Thakuris) households are excluded.  Only 

districts with at least 100 Tharu 10-14 in the sample are included.  Only ethnicities with at least 500 children 10-14 in the sample are 

included. Source: 2001 population and housing census, public use microdata.  Rural hill and terai population only. 



Table 2: Child labor and  Schooling Findings

Boys Girls

Distict & 

Ethnicity 

FE

Inverse 

Probabilit

y 

Weighted

District of 

Birth

Distict & 

Ethnicity 

FE

Inverse 

Probabilit

y 

Weighted

District of 

Birth

1 2 3 4 5 6

Attends School -0.084 -0.082 -0.066 -0.131 -0.024 -0.069

[5.399]** [2.761]** [3.170]** [4.657]** [0.503] [1.624]

Grade Deficit Z-Score -0.210 -0.176 -0.168 -0.284 -0.062 -0.092

[4.169]** [2.205]* [2.836]** [4.267]** [0.802] [1.384]

Principal Usual Activity:

Market Work 0.083 0.091 0.074 0.093 0.069 0.100

[4.966]** [4.593]** [3.563]** [3.140]** [1.725] [2.378]*

Wage Work 0.029 0.016 0.017 0.037 0.011 0.014

[3.962]** [1.999]* [1.704] [4.122]** [0.828] [1.193]

Agriculture 0.047 0.074 0.055 0.054 0.053 0.076

[3.577]** [4.531]** [3.233]** [2.402]* [2.299]* [2.879]**

Self Employed 0.026 0.066 0.038 0.033 0.037 0.043

[1.614] [3.740]** [2.107]* [1.226] [1.559] [1.533]

Unpaid Family Worker -0.002 -0.026 -0.005 -0.035 -0.068 -0.050

[0.136] [1.559] [0.318] [2.040]* [2.805]** [2.087]*

Worker 0.084 0.089 0.049 0.126 0.038 0.083

[4.875]** [4.004]** [2.060]* [3.748]** [0.702] [1.654]

Worker, Not attend School 0.081 0.086 0.042 0.113 0.012 0.046

[5.749]** [4.665]** [2.130]* [4.197]** [0.250] [1.161]

Number of Months Worked 0.774 0.907 0.759 0.837 0.530 0.617

[5.229]** [4.415]** [3.308]** [3.518]** [1.955] [2.153]*

Age Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Ethnicity & District Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Reweighted+Controls No Yes Yes No Yes Yes

 Coefficient on Kamaiya District*Tharu interactions reported and T-statistics in brackets.  * Significant at 5 percent.  ** 

significant at 1 percent.  Observation is a child in age 10-14.  All regressions include age, ethnicity, and district fixed 

effects.  All standard errors are clustered at the ethnic group * district level.  Columns 2, 3, 5, and 6 also include head, 

family, and residence controls.  In columns 3 and 6 Kamaiya * Tharu is based on district of birth rather than district of 

residence.

Head controls are indicators for the head's gender, age group, marital status, and education.  Family controls include 

indicators for household size, the fraction of the household female, the fraction of the household of school age, the 

fraction of school age population female, the number under five years of age, the fraction of under 5 that are female, and 

indicators for whether the child's mother is present and father is present.  Residence attributes include indicators for 

whether the structure has a roof, is permanent, has a toilet, a protected water source, electricity, ratio, tv, cooks with dung, 

cooks with non-biomass fuel, owns livestock, how much livestock the household owns, how much poultry the household 

owns, whether the household has a nonagricultural enterprise, and whether it operates agricultural land.  All of these 

controls are used to predict the probability a child is a Tharu in a Kamaiya district, and this prediction as a regression 

weight in columns 2, 3, 5 and 6 as described in the text. 
High castes excluded throuhout are Chhetri, Brahman, and Thakuris.  Source: 2001 population and housing census, 

public use microdata.  Rural hill and terai population only. 



Table 3: Falsification Tests

Inverse Probability Weighted, High Castes excluded from Controls

Caste Chhetri Brahmin Magar Kami Muslim

1 2 3 4 5

Boys 25596 25820 22421 22421 22421

Attends School -0.005 0.027 0.053 0.035 0.039

[0.279] [2.006]* [1.845] [0.845] [1.009]

Grade Deficit Z-Score -0.003 0.108 0.295 0.105 0.251

[0.057] [2.390]* [3.611]** [1.310] [3.338]**

Worker, Not attend School -0.006 -0.025 -0.078 -0.025 -0.008

[0.384] [2.200]* [2.955]** [0.650] [0.207]

Age Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Ethnicity & District Fixed EffectsYes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Reweighted+Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Coefficient on Kamaiya Ethnicity interactions reported and T-statistics in brackets.  * Significant at 5 

percent.  ** significant at 1 percent.  Ethnicity is indicated by column heading.  Observation is a child in 

age 10-14.  All standard errors are clustered at the ethnic group * district level.  High castes excluded 

from columns 3-5 are Chhetri, Brahman, and Thakuris.  Brahman and Thakuri are exlcuded from column 

1.  Chhetri and Thakuri are excluded from column 2.  Source: 2001 population and housing census, public 

use microdata.  Rural hill and terai population only. 



Table 4:  Rural - Urban Comparisons, Males 10-14

Inverse Probability Weighted, High Castes Excluded

Rural Urban

Attends School -0.082 0.021

[2.761]** [0.601]

Grade Deficit Z-Score -0.176 -0.052

[2.205]* [0.859]

Works without School 0.086 -0.028

[4.665]** [1.086]

Age Effects Yes Yes

Ethnicity & District Fixed Effects Yes Yes

Reweighted+Controls Yes Yes

Coefficient on Kamaiya District*Tharu interactions reported and T-statistics in 

brackets.  * Significant at 5 percent.  ** significant at 1 percent.  All standard 

errors are clustered at the ethnic group * district level. High castes (Chhetri, 

Brahman, and Thakuris) excluded throughout.  The control populations in all 

regressions are reweighted as described in the text.  All regressions also include 

head, family, and residence controls as described in the notes to table 2.  Source: 

2001 population and housing census, public use microdata.  Hill and terai 

population only.  Column 1 is from table 2.  Column 2 is based on 18,053 

children in urban areas.



Table 5:  Within Ethnicity Differences in Schooling Attainment

Tharus Only All Non-High Castes

Male Female Male Female

-1 -2 -3 -4

Vulnerable to Bondage -0.15 -0.207 -0.234 -0.164

[2.123]* [4.563]** [2.420]* [3.271]**

Age Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

District Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Ethnicity Effects Yes Yes

Ethnicity * District Effects n/a n/a Yes Yes

Cohort * District Effects n/a n/a Yes Yes

Dependent variable:  Grade deficit z-score.  Coefficient on variable reported in the row are reported, and T-statistics in brackets.  Young is an indicator that 

observations is age 20-35 in 2001.  Kamaiya is an indicator than an observation is born in Kamaiya district.  Tharu is an indicator that an observation is Tharu 

ethnicity.  * Significant at 5 percent.  ** significant at 1 percent.  Observation is an adult of age 20-35 or 52-70.  # observations are 15653, 15692, 70483, 66007 in 

columns 1-4 respectively.  Standard errors in columns 1 & 2 are clustered at the district of birth - age cohort (e.g. ages 20-35) level.  Standard errors in columns 3 & 4 

are clustered at the district of birth - ethnic group - cohort level.  High castes (Chhetri, Brahman, and Thakuris) excluded throughout.  Source: 2001 population and 

housing census, public use microdata.  Rural hill and terai population only. 

Sample restricted to Tharus



Table 6:  Schooling Attendance in Children 6-9

Inverse Probability Weighted

Boys Girls

1 2

Sample Size 25898 24460

Attends School -0.091 -0.091

[3.069]** [2.814]**

Age Effects Yes Yes

Ethnicity & District Fixed EffectsYes Yes

Reweighted+Controls Yes Yes

Coefficient on Kamaiya District*Tharu interactions reported and T-

statistics in brackets.  * Significant at 5 percent.  ** significant at 1 

percent.  All regressions include age, ethnicity, and district fixed 

effects.  Observation is a child age 6-9.  All standard errors are 

clustered at the ethnic group * district level. High castes (Chhetri, 

Brahman, and Thakuris) excluded throughout.  See notes to table 2 

for additional included controls.



Table 7:  Descriptive Statistics for Ever Married Women 18-49

Full Sample Restricted Sample

Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.

Sample Size 266,316 85,373

Age 31.452 8.599 31.024 8.534

High Caste 0.298 0.457 0.000 0.000

Tharu 0.072 0.259 0.216 0.412

Kamaiya 0.093 0.290 0.193 0.395

Tharu*Kamaiya 0.032 0.177 0.101 0.301

Can Read and Write 0.237 0.425 0.143 0.350

Births 2.795 2.172 2.694 2.118

Sons 1.465 1.331 1.432 1.315

Daugthers 1.330 1.388 1.262 1.348

Any Death 0.182 0.386 0.165 0.371

Multiple Death 0.075 0.263 0.068 0.251

Son Death 0.142 0.349 0.127 0.333

Daughter Death 0.137 0.344 0.128 0.334

The restricted sample is used throughout this study.  High caste (Chhetri, 

Brahman, and Thakuris) households are excluded.  Only districts with at least 

100 Tharu 10-14 in the sample are included.  Only ethnicities with at least 500 

children 10-14 in the sample are included. Source: 2001 population and housing 

census, public use microdata.  Rural hill and terai population only. 



Table 8: Fertility Findings

Female Literacy
Distict & 

Caste FE Literate Illiterate

1 2 3 4 5

Births 0.268 0.155 0.134 -0.004 0.150

[3.596]** [2.028]* [1.055] [0.037] [1.733]

Sons 0.144 -0.086 0.069 0.123 -0.079

[3.527]** [1.422] [0.859] [1.471] [1.272]

Daugthers 0.124 0.241 0.066 -0.127 0.229

[3.213]** [3.332]** [0.611] [1.232] [2.998]**

Deaths

Any Death 0.029 0.003 0.048 0.028 0.001

[1.926] [0.199] [1.027] [1.145] [0.044]

Multiple Death 0.020 0.003 0.036 0.035 0.001

[2.181]* [0.254] [0.887] [2.064]* [0.100]

Son Die 0.029 0.015 0.060 0.028 0.017

[2.346]* [1.308] [2.309]* [0.884] [1.366]

Daughter Die 0.017 -0.019 0.002 0.037 -0.025

[1.323] [1.217] [0.049] [1.827] [1.531]

District & Ethnicity Fixed EffectsYes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Age Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Reweighted + Controls No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Coefficient on Kamaiya District*Tharu interactions reported and T-statistics in brackets.  * Significant at 5 

percent.  ** significant at 1 percent.  All regressions include age, ethnicity, and district fixed effects.  

Observation is an ever married female age 18-49.  All standard errors are clustered at the ethnic group * 

district level. High castes (Chhetri, Brahman, and Thakuris) excluded throughout.  The control populations 

in columns 2-5 are reweighted as described in the text.  Columns 2-5 also include head, family, and 

residence controls as described in the notes to table 2.  Source: 2001 population and housing census, public 

use microdata.  Rural hill and terai population only.

Inverse 

Probability 

Weighted

District of 

Birth



Table 9:  Vulnerability to Bondage and Adult Labor Supply, Ages 25-49

Male Female

Any Work 0.012 -0.002

[1.723] [0.199]

Wage Work -0.055 0.013

[2.704]** [0.982]

Market Work 0.014 0.059

[1.867] [1.716]

Agriculture 0.063 0.048

[2.439]* [1.562]

Self Employed 0.045 0.012

[1.887] [0.416]

Unpaid Worker 0.007 0.001

[2.997]** [0.058]

Number of Months Worked 0.074 0.483

[0.393] [1.490]

Age Effects Yes Yes

Ethnicity & District Fixed Effects Yes Yes

Reweighted & Controls Yes Yes

Coefficient on Kamaiya District*Tharu interactions reported and T-statistics in brackets.  * 

Significant at 5 percent.  ** significant at 1 percent.  All regressions include age, ethnicity, and 

district fixed effects.  All standard errors are clustered at the ethnic group * district level. High 

castes (Chhetri, Brahman, and Thakuris) excluded throughout.  See notes to table 2 for 

additional included controls.



Table 10:  Child Labor and Schooling Results

Conditional on Fertility and Household Composition

Inverse Probability Weighted

Males Females

Attends School -0.076 -0.06

[2.588]** [1.547]

Grade Deficit Z-Score -0.141 -0.091

[1.836] [1.349]

Works without School 0.075 0.038

[4.381]** [0.957]

Age Effects Yes Yes

Ethnicity & District Fixed Effects Yes Yes

Reweighted+Controls Yes Yes

Coefficient on Kamaiya District*Tharu interactions reported and T-

statistics in brackets.  * Significant at 5 percent.  ** significant at 1 

percent.  All regressions include age, ethnicity, and district fixed effects.  

Observation is a child age 10-14, boys in column 1, girls in 2.  All 

standard errors are clustered at the ethnic group * district level. High 

castes (Chhetri, Brahman, and Thakuris) excluded throughout.  See notes 

to table 2 for additional included controls.  Additional controls in this 

table include the number of births ever reported in the household (via a 

set of dummies), the fraction of those births that are female, household 

size, the number of children 5 and under, the number of children 6-17 

(all as dummies), the fraction of family members who are female, and the 

fraction of children 6-17 who are female.  These are included both as 

controls and in estimating weights.



Table 11:  Results for Children 10-14 Controlling for Fraction Tharu in Census PSU

Boys Girls

Attends SchoolGDZ Work w/o Sch. Attends SchoolGDZ Work w/o Sch.

Full Sample

Tharu*Kamaiya -0.081 -0.171 0.085 -0.023 -0.06 0.012

[2.738]** [2.163]* [4.573]** [0.489] [0.784] [0.249]

Fraction Tharu 0.042 0.208 -0.052 0.036 0.083 -0.002

[1.778] [2.793]** [3.147]** [1.377] [1.492] [0.075]

Within Kamaiya Region

Tharu*Kamaiya -0.079 -0.181 0.11 -0.163 -0.199 0.113

[4.523]** [2.434]* [6.559]** [3.885]** [2.546]* [2.075]*

Fraction Tharu 0.022 0.078 -0.037 0.031 0.095 0.014

[1.809] [0.852] [1.781] [0.912] [1.307] [0.312]

Less than 1/3 Tharu

Tharu*Kamaiya -0.058 0.012 0.128 -0.096 -0.39 0.079

[1.474] [0.087] [2.596]* [1.212] [3.132]** [1.083]

Fraction Tharu 0.289 0.174 -0.074 0.432 0.639 -0.385

[1.809] [0.613] [0.466] [2.603]* [1.684] [2.538]*

Between 1/3 and 2/3 Tharu

Tharu*Kamaiya -0.068 -0.137 0.122 -0.113 -0.068 0.116

[1.282] [0.826] [2.025]* [1.710] [0.492] [1.732]

Fraction Tharu -0.145 0.312 0.207 -0.219 -0.115 0.398

[0.690] [0.782] [1.303] [1.709] [0.496] [1.745]

More than 2/3 Tharu

Tharu*Kamaiya -0.186 -0.728 0.075 -0.096 -0.179 0.108

[3.037]** [5.760]** [1.624] [1.236] [1.470] [1.787]

Fraction Tharu 0 0.223 0.008 0.106 0.235 -0.046

[0.001] [2.654]** [0.256] [0.947] [0.874] [0.294]

Age Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Ethnicity & District Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Reweighted + Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Coefficient on Kamaiya Ethnicity interactions reported and T-statistics in brackets.  * Significant at 5 percent.  ** significant at 1 percent.  Ethnicity is 

indicated by column heading.  Observation is a child in age 10-14.  All standard errors are clustered at the ethnic group * district level.  High castes 

excluded.  See table 2 for a complete list of controls and the text for description of the reweighting procedure.  A Census PSU corresponds politically to 

a local ward.  Source: 2001 population and housing census, public use microdata.  Rural hill and terai population only. 



Appendix Table 1: Population means by gender for children 10-14

Tharu Non-Tharu Tharu Non-Tharu

Boys

Sample Size 3,449 81,662 3,261 5,756

Attends School 0.86 0.83 0.79 0.86

Grade Deficit Z-Score 0.06 0.02 -0.28 0.01

Principal Usual Activity:

Student 0.82 0.79 0.77 0.82

Worker 0.10 0.14 0.18 0.12

Worker, not attend School 0.07 0.10 0.14 0.09

Girls

Sample Size 3,232 75,921 3,056 5,314

Attends School 0.72 0.72 0.60 0.76

Grade Deficit Z-Score 0.02 0.03 -0.34 0.08

Principal Usual Activity:

Student 0.68 0.67 0.57 0.72

Worker 0.24 0.27 0.35 0.23

Worker, not attend School 0.19 0.21 0.31 0.18

Kamaiya DistrictsNon-Kamaiya Districts

Columns 1 and 2 contain means for Tharu and non-Tharu ethnicities in districts where the Kamaiya 

system is not prevelant.  Columns 3 and 4 contain means for Tharu and non-Tharu in Kamaiya districts.  

Source: 2001 population and housing census, public use microdata.  Rural hill and terai population 

only.



Appendix Table 2: Population means for various castes by gender for children 10-14

Non-Kamaiya Kamaiya Non-Kamaiya Kamaiya

Chhetri

Sample Size 12,876 1,691 12,386 1,539

Attends School 0.92 0.93 0.82 0.86

Grade Deficit Z-Score 0.23 0.20 0.23 0.28

Worker, not attend School 0.04 0.03 0.14 0.09

Brahmin

Sample Size 10,835 859 10,684 835

Attends School 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.93

Grade Deficit Z-Score 0.51 0.48 0.67 0.54

Worker, not attend School 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.05

Magar

Sample Size 7,733 532 7,351 515

Attends School 0.90 0.89 0.79 0.78

Grade Deficit Z-Score -0.02 -0.01 0.06 0.01

Worker, not attend School 0.06 0.06 0.16 0.19

Kami

Sample Size 3,769 438 3,746 429

Attends School 0.80 0.78 0.67 0.69

Grade Deficit Z-Score -0.28 -0.36 -0.29 -0.21

Worker, not attend School 0.13 0.14 0.25 0.24

Muslim

Sample Size 3,357 407 2,842 338

Attends School 0.57 0.63 0.37 0.41

Grade Deficit Z-Score -0.48 -0.56 -0.62 -0.65

Worker, not attend School 0.25 0.26 0.47 0.50

Source: 2001 population and housing census, public use microdata.  Rural hill and terai population only.

GirlsBoys



Appendix Table 3: Fertility Descriptive Statistics for Ever-Married Women 15-49

Tharu Non-TharuTharu Non-Tharu

Ever-Married Women 15-49

Sample Size 11,037 239,005 8,968 16,900

Births 2.50 2.70 2.96 2.79

Sons 1.31 1.41 1.55 1.46

Daugthers 1.19 1.28 1.40 1.32

Deaths 0.16 0.25 0.31 0.31

Sons 0.09 0.14 0.17 0.16

Daugthers 0.07 0.12 0.14 0.15

Deaths/Births 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.07

Source: 2001 population and housing census, public use microdata.  Rural hill and terai population only.

Non-Kamaiya DistrictsKamaiya Districts




